RT at a glance
RecycleTech Corporation was established in 2003 and is based in Elmwood
Park, NJ. with a processing plant in Lakeland, FL.
RT is a privately held company owned by Daniel Chung of Wayne, NJ.
The company has 15+ employees in New Jersey and Florida.

The Mission of RT:
• “To become the recognized international
leader in the recycling of Expanded
Polystyrene materials through the
development and implementation of cutting
edge technology.”
• “RecycleTech will contribute to the
environment by reducing landfill usage
through the elimination of Polystyrene
materials in our waste stream.”
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EPS recycling
the Facts:
Currently Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) is not recycled in the United States to any significant degree.
No formal programs exist in State, County or Municipal recycling facilities for the processing of EPS
other than to dump it in the landfill where it takes up valuable space and works its way to the surface
causing other environmental concerns.
Polystyrene is made up of 98 per cent air and 2 per cent plastic and
thus has a high volume/low weight ratio, so even a small quantity can
rapidly fill a bin or container. Although recycling of plastics, paper and
glass is common the United States, recycling of polystyrene is not.
Japan, Korea and some European countries recycle as much as 60% of
the polystyrene they generate.
To our knowledge, no formal programs exist (with the exception of
Polk Co. FL) in State, County or Municipal recycling facilities for the
processing of EPS other than to dump it in the landfill where it takes up
valuable space and works its way to the surface causing other
environmental concerns. RecycleTech has taken up the challenge to
improve the commitment to recycling of polystyrene in the United States.
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Current EPS disposal / recycling options

•

Landfill/Transfer Station
– This option requires both transportation and
disposal costs.

•

Molders Using Regrind Materials
– This option usually requires the cost of
transportation to the molder and their
requirements/needs can fluctuate.

•

Reuse in Other Industries
– This option requires the cost of
transportation to the customer (i.e. Toy
Company for Bean Bag Chairs) and also
can be inconsistent or seasonal.
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RT’s Solution

RecycleTech Corp. has developed a line of
patent pending equipment that converts
plastic waste (polystyrene, commonly
referred to as Styrofoam®) into an
extruded ingot material that can be used to
manufacture construction and building
materials overseas.
The extruded ingot can also be reprocessed into styrene pellets which form
the raw material necessary to produce
other plastic products such as plastic
picture frames and CD jewel case covers.
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How EPS recycling works
•

Transportation of Waste EPS
– Eliminate waste transportation costs.
– RT will send a truck to pick up the processed material when it
is ready.

•

Disposal of Waste EPS There is no need to dispose of this
material. There are numerous reuse options for it that make
recycling the ONLY option.

•

Processed Ingot EPS
– Not only RecycleTech will supply the Extruding System at
nominal cost, RT will also buy back all of the processed
material.
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How EPS recycling works - continued
RecycleTech has equipment which can process large, medium and small
volumes of Polystyrene efficiently. RecycleTech has developed a patent
pending Polystyrene extraction system that lowers the cost per operator by
shredding and chipping all types of Polystyrene from food containers to
material packaging.
After shredding, the material is funneled to an extractor which melts and
compresses the Polystyrene, generating a solid mass, compressed down to
1/90 of its’ original size.
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Markets for densified polystyrene

Strong end markets exist for densified EPS and it is widely used by manufacturers
around the world. Densified EPS is one of the main resources to make picture frames,
furniture, fences, electronics, electrical components, toys, CD jewel cases, clothes,
carpets and more.
As other commodities, price of densified EPS is closely related to the price of oil,
hence it fluctuates. The current market price of densified EPS is set from $0.15 to
$0.20 a lb (based on a full container load – 40,000 lbs) depending on the quality and
location where it’s being picked up from. Densified EPS is not commonly traded
commodity, therefore, there’s no market index on its pricing and volume.
However, demand for densified EPS has increased over the years and RecycleTech
has long term contracts with manufacturers who require total monthly volume of 2,000
to 5,000 tons per month in the next 5 years.
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Our customers
Over the past 3 years we have placed over 100 units in locations throughout the U S. RecycleTech is
the largest and fastest growing polystyrene recycling companies in the nation.
Major retailers such as Bestbuy, Wal-Mart, The
Nebraska Furniture Mart, Bloomingdales and
Macy’s use RecyceTech equipment in their main
warehouse/distribution facilities. Regionally,
Raymour and Flannigan in the Northeast, Ivan
Smith, City Furniture and Kanes in the South
are among many other users around the country
who use RecycleTech equipment.
On the manufacturing side, Samsung, HP,
Canon, and Mitsubishi are among the
companies RecycleTech works with to keep
Polystyrene out of landfills and save thousands
on waste hauling charges.
Overseas Customer Locations
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Media coverage
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Florida Innovative Waste Reduction and
Recycling Grant (IG05-08)

Statewide Mobile Collection, Processing and Recovery Program
for Polystyrene Packaging Waste

 State of Florida Grant 2004~2008
 Establish a Processing and Recovery Program
for EPS Waste
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RecycleTech making in-roads with
government
In 2004 RecycleTech was awarded an innovation in technology grant in the state of Florida.
As a result, RecycleTech partnered with Polk Co. Florida to develop a statewide mobile collection,
processing and recovery program for Polystyrene packaging waste.
During the grant period, 1,288,058 lbs. of EPS waste was collected and processed. Waste
generators who participated in the project saved $262,080 and avoided disposal, transportation and labor
costs. The project demonstrated that when EPS quantities are sufficient within a geographic region, it is
feasible to construct an EPS collection and processing plant.
The total cash and in-kind match of the project participants equaled over 11 and a half times
the state project funding. (Courtesy of Ray Moreau, Southern Waste Information eXchange, Tallahassee,
FL).

Clearly there is opportunity for governments to include EPS as part of their curbside pick up
program and to generate revenue from the recycling of EPS. Equipment such as that produced by
RecycleTech will stimulate a paradigm shift in the approach towards the recycling of EPS. The future is
bright for RecycleTech as the public, government and private companies become aware of technology
available to keep EPS out of our waste stream.
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Project partners
Counties

Participated Counties in FL:
Polk, Pasco, Brevard, Orange,
Hillsborough, Miami Dade, Lee,
Osceola, Pinellas, Leon, Broward and more.

Participated Waste Management Agencies:
Solid Waste Authority
Southern Waste Information Exchange
Waste Management Agencies

Businesses

Participated Businesses:
Bestbuy (Medley, FL)
Carls Futniure (Coconut Creek, FL)
Haverty’s Furniture (Lakeland, FL)
Publix Supermarket (Lakeland, FL)
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Certifications

Letter of Compliance:
Field Safety

TUV Certificate : UL & CSA approved

NIOSH/AIHA Proficiency Test Report :
Emission
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Contact RT

RecycleTech Corp.
www.recycletechno.com
E-mail: daniel@recycletechno.com

Headquarters & Sales Office
418 Falmouth Avenue
Elmwood Park, NJ 07407

Tel 201-475-5000
Fax 201-475-5001

Lakeland Processing Plant
Reynolds Road
Lakeland, FL 33803

Tel 863-665-3755
Fax 863-665-3866
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